RETAIL IN 2018:
TURNING
CHALLENGES INTO
OPPORTUNITIES

INTRODUCTION
We’re all aware of the many challenges facing the retail
industry—but what piques our interest more than the
challenges is all of the opportunity.
By getting to know customers more deeply and
engaging them with valuable, human experiences, there
is great opportunity for retail brands to stand apart from
competition and secure a place in the new digital world.
But taking advantage of this opportunity will require a
lot of new thinking—and retailers that want to succeed
in the face of endless store closings need to be willing to
explore beyond the traditional stores and shopping carts.
To that end, we’re excited to share these exclusive
insights from John Deighton, Baker Foundation
Professor of Business Administration, Harvard Business
School, and Kimberly A. Whitler, Assistant Professor,
University of Virginia, Darden School of Business, on
the most important components of a successful retail
strategy for 2018 and beyond.
We hope you enjoy it and find value in their thought
leadership.

Frank Grillo
Chief Marketing Officer
Harte Hanks
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HOW RETAIL BRANDS
SHOULD BE CREATING
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCES
John Deighton
Baker Foundation Professor of Business Administration
Harvard Business School

Before the great recession of 2007, retail was quite adventurous.
The idea of retail as theater was explored in everything from
Niketown to American Girl to the Lego Store in Chicago’s
Watertown. The recession forced us back to safer territory.
Perhaps it’s time to venture out again.
Why? Because invoking a customer experience, by which we
mean the sense of having encountered something out of the
ordinary, needing to be made sense of, something fun, is deeply
rewarding. Jerome Bruner, the Harvard psychologist, conceived
of an innate human “predisposition to organize experience into
a narrative form.” The narrative can be boring—I went to the
drugstore. Or it can be challenging—I walked into a drugstore
where there was a weird assembly of elements: a medical
student’s skeleton in the doorway, people grinding compounds
in mortars and pestles. A culture carries ideas about what is
normal or ordinary, and when events occur that depart from
the norms, there is a compelling need to make sense of them
in story form.

‘I’d rather not talk about it because not talking makes it
easier to forget.”

The future role of brick-and-mortar stores
For shoppers, brick-and-mortar retail is the last refuge for those
seeking anonymity in a world of perpetual surveillance, which
may be attractive to privacy advocates but is hardly a basis for
competition with digital retailers. When Best Buy competes
with Amazon in the sale of electronics, Best Buy looks out at a
sea of shoppers in its stores, almost every one of them totally
unknown to the retail clerks. Amazon watches its online visitors
fully informed of their past Amazon browsing behavior, their
demographics and likely their Facebook psychographics. To
gain further customer insights, it may well have bought, from
third-party data brokers, their histories in other digital retail
environments and their exposure and response to ads. Brick-andmortar retailers have no choice but to know their customers as
individuals if they are to compete with digital stores.

In the world of restaurants, an exotic branch of retailing, story
frames can be very explicit. Rich Melman, a very successful
Chicago restaurant owner and manager, once told the Chicago
Tribune that that he designed restaurants much as Steven
Spielberg did movies. “I do it in paragraph form, but essentially
it’s the same thing as a screenplay. I pick the setting, the era,
a leading character and a story line. For example, when I was
planning Ed Debevic’s (a Chicago retro-themed diner) I took the
year 1952.” The fictional Ed, so the script ran, was born in Chicago
of Polish stock, went to public school, and after a spell in the
army, returned to open a diner. He wasn’t very good at it. His
mantra was “Eat and Get Out.” Brassy table servers snapped gum,
talked loudly, and disparaged patrons if they dared to decline
the meatloaf. Melman claims that customers often assumed the
mannerisms and language of the era, as if playing bit parts in his
movie. Restaurants may have more latitude to be playful than
retail, but after a trip to Lululemon you may ask, do they really?

We continue to watch how born-digital operators go physical.
When ecommerce comes down from the cloud, it brings its
data with it. Look at Amazon, Nasty Gal, Everlane, Bonobos and
Birchbox. The stores greet their customers with some form of
identity elicitor and take the conversation from there. The sales
associate at an Amazon store knows as much about someone
who walks into the store as the online algorithm knows of a visitor
to the site and deploys the same customer support tools. “Based
on past buying and browsing history, you might like this.”

To underscore the value of stories in making experience
memorable, think of the obverse. As the cognitive scientist Roger
Shank put it, “We fail to create stories if we want to forget them.
When something unpleasant happens to us, we often say,

Integrating digital into the physical
experience

With Amazon’s acquisition of Whole Foods, we now have the
opportunity to study the most elaborate instance to date of an
offline operation with online insights. It’s quite possible to
imagine that in that case, data insights won’t only flow from
online to off, but these insights may even allow Amazon’s
ecommerce operation to benefit from what it learns from
in-store performance.

Almost every customer entering almost every kind of retail store
does so carrying a so-called phone—in fact a computer transmitting
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a signal that can be read by in-store beacons. Shopkick is one of
the startups that tries to take advantage of this digitally enhanced
consumer. The Shopkick mobile phone app was launched less
than two years after Steve Jobs announced the Apple iPhone in
2007. It was intended initially to drive people into stores. The trick
was to entice them in with “kicks,” a form of rewards currency.
Once in stores, shoppers often found something to buy. In fact,
conversion from entering a store to making a purchase was close
to 20% in the fashion industry, 50% in electronics and 95% in the
grocery category.
Once shoppers had been nudged to enter a store, the vision was to
deploy some of the methods of online commerce. The data profile
linked to their phone identifiers gave brick-and-mortar retailers
insights previously available only to digital retailers. The app could
direct them to parts of the store most likely to interest them, or
encourage them to pick up a new product and photograph its
barcode in exchange for more “kicks,” or to buy a product that
they likely would find appealing. The incentives could be varied
in experimental designs with real-time data on what worked and
what didn’t for each individual shopper. The computer in the
shopper’s pocket was the key to ending shopper anonymity.
Some retailers like Starbucks and malls like Simon Property Group’s
Simon Malls have their own apps and some have their own location
sensor systems. There are competitive systems such as Ibotta, with
inducements to consumers to install these competing apps. There
is also the prospect that, as augmented reality headsets fall in price,
the mobile phone can be the foundation for an augmented retail
environment.
Virtual reality has made an appearance at Home Depot, first in
what it calls a micro-content hub on Pinterest, where users can
explore room ideas through a series of video pins, and soon in
selected stores, where shoppers can “step inside the pin in real life.”

Building retail brands: The role of content
marketing
Content marketing has worked very well for product brands.
Red Bull is best in class, in my view, but there are so many
others. Leading edge brands have realized they are better off
speaking to potential customers not through advertising, but
through thousands of ‘amateur’ creators who have built their
audiences not through traditional broadcast media, but by
speaking directly about brands they like to the fans they have
built for content that is often unrelated to the brands they like. I
investigated the detail of content marketing in a case I wrote on
the Ford Motor Company’s launch of the Ford Fiesta by enlisting
so-called Fiesta agents, who had built significant social media
audiences.
Marriott is another effective user of content marketing for its
brand. (Is it a retail brand? Certainly it’s a service brand.). My
colleague and co-researcher Leora Kornfeld wrote in CMF Trends,
October 19, 2017:
“If you’re a hotel chain don’t talk about the quality of your
mattresses or the attentiveness of your front desk staff. Those are
features and benefits which are much less important today than
they once were because such product attributes are easily found
by people on their own in a search-at-your-fingertips world.
“This is one reason why, since 2015, Marriott Hotels has taken a
very different approach to its online marketing. In a bold move,
the company set up its own content studio, placing its bets
on attracting consumers’ attention not with interruptive ads
but with high-production-value content that incorporates the
themes of the drama and adventure of travel without overtly
touting their brand.

How/why retailers should get to know
customers better

“Speaking at Buffer Festival’s Industry Day, David Beebe, head
of Marriott Content Studio, pointed to its Two Bellmen series
of videos, which range from 30 seconds to over 30 minutes in
duration and have racked up millions of views.

Anonymity is the state of being unrecognizable in a second
encounter. For retailers, where anonymity is the norm, that’s
as good as saying you get one shot at every shopper. Once
they leave the store, that’s it. Yet even when the customer is
persuaded to carry a loyalty card, few stores ask to see it until the
shopping expedition is over, by which time it is too late to use the
information in the shopper’s history to the shopper’s advantage.

“The videos’ YouTube page introduces the series as follows:
“Meet Gage and Christian. Gage is serious, focused and wholly
committed to the Bellmen Way. He studies and trains for this job.
Christian is, well, he’s in it for the fun. Together, they are the Two
Bellmen and they do more than just carry your bags. They save
the day, every day, through a stunning performance of parkour,
dance and martial arts.’

That’s not to say that shoppers like to be identified. They don’t, in
fact many hate the “can I help you” question. It is just that without
individually identifying information, one size has to fit all. The
retailer can’t experiment with alternative ways of being helpful.
I really like the slogan recommended by Ana Andjelic & Rachel
Conlan of Havas, “Use data like a butler, not a stalker.” But just
what is the difference between being helped and being stalked?
The answer requires a lot of experimentation across methods and
across individuals. Anonymity is the enemy of relationships both
good and bad and is a crippling obstacle to experimentation.

“The most watched of the Two Bellmen videos clocks in at 35
minutes and has been viewed over 9 million times.”
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Why don’t more retailers either enroll agents to create content
or develop viral content for digital media? Lululemon has. In the
past few years, the athleisure trend has exploded, and Lululemon
has responded by doubling down on creation of content for
their community of followers. The retail brand has over two
million followers on Instagram, over 18 million video views on
YouTube, and regularly publishes original content that educates

their community on topics that relate to yoga, travel, nutrition,
and their products. Kiehls and Sephora have moved in the
direction of content marketing. But mainstream retailing has an
enormous opportunity to shape what it means to its shoppers by
bypassing media and taking content direct to consumers.

Conclusion
Technology has transformed brand-building as dollars have
flowed from broadcast media like television to media that work
in both directions, like search and inbound methods.
It’s starting to transform retailing, too. Particularly in physical

retail spaces, the shopper is becoming part of the interactive
show. It’s not the ‘retail as theater’ movement of the early part
of this century. This time it is ‘retail as festival,’ with none of the
division between front stage and back stage, the audience and
the show. Technology, particularly when it is driven by personal
data, places the shopper in the action, on the stage, in the
experience. The future of retailing is as promising as the future
of technology generally.
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FRANK GRILLO & KIMBERLY WHITLER
DISCUSS THE CURRENT AND
FUTURE STATE OF RETAIL
We recently set up a conversation between Harte Hanks CMO Frank Grillo and Kimberly Whitler, Assistant
Professor at the University of Virginia, Darden School of Business, to discuss the current and future state of
retail both digital and physical. The two ended up having a lively, insightful exchange of ideas.
Read on to get their take on topics ranging from the necessity of focusing on the customer and their buyer’s
journey, to the many possible futures of brick and mortar [B&M], to how competitors should expose the
weaknesses of Amazon (yes, believe it or not, Goliath has a weakness).
Frank:

Kim:

The common narrative we’re seeing right now—that retail is dead—
is crazy. It’s not the demise of retail we’re seeing, it’s the radical
change of retail.

I think it’s actually fairly simple, digital has exposed the flawed way
in which retailers historically thought of themselves. The point of
retailers in 1950 or 1970 was to create a mechanism for consumers
to simply go buy products. They were basically a distribution
solution.

We had an analyst from Forrester do a read-out to our entire
management team, and he pointed out how much digital has
truly skewed the conversation. Everyone is focused on the growth
there. However, when you take the entire retail marketplace and
look at true digital commerce (buyer’s journeys that begin and
end online) you’ll see that it made up 13%* in the U.S. in 2017.
Where we see the largest dollar growth in the retail marketplace
is a buyer’s journey that begins digital, but ends physical. These are
customers doing their research online but following up with an instore purchase. According to Forrester, the projected growth rate
for pure digital in 2018 is $48 billion, but the projected growth rate
of in-store purchases that begin digitally is $69 billion.*
From a hard dollar standpoint, the largest dollar growth is from
people still buying in store. But because digital’s growth is a high
percentage on a small number, everyone tends to focus purely on
the digital conversation. They’re missing the fact that the majority
of what we buy is still in store. We’re using the retailer a bit
differently and looking for different things out of the store itself.
The real issue is there are retailers that don’t have any relevance
in the market. They’re searching for relevance, don’t have a good
digital or physical experience, and they’re not fulfilling anybody’s
needs, so they’re going away.
*(Source: Forrester Data: Digital-Influenced Retail Sales Forecast, 2017 To 2022 (US))

That’s the conversation we’ve been having and we’re looking
for your insight to see what you think is going on and how
should retailers be thinking about the future.
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What happened with digital (Amazon) is that shoppers no longer
need a store to provide distribution because they can get the
products they want delivered right to their front porch. For many
consumers who don’t like shopping, the need to have a physical
store for distribution is going to become less important. Grocery
stores, for example, were just a mechanism to get fresh fruit to
consumers. Today, Amazon will find a way to get that to my front
door. There are good retailers (and there are still a few) who always
understood that it’s about more than distribution, but there are
many who are going to be faced with the reality that they have to
create value beyond a distribution solution.
For brick and mortar to win, it’s not just being relevant, it’s
understanding their target customer and figuring out how to
create unique value that can only be served through a physical
location. The process is to identify how to create unique value
for consumers and then to understand what the role—if any—
of brick and mortar is in delivering that value. The problem is
that many brick-and-mortar-centric retailers focus on how to
make the physical relevant. This is a problem because they are
product-centric rather than consumer centric. In some cases,
retailers should acknowledge that a physical presence isn’t critical
in delivering a superior, differentiated, unique, and valuable
consumer experience.
Consider Sephora. They are as much about advice, counsel
and guidance as they are about the distribution of products.
Customers who go into the stores can explore different products,
become educated on different solutions to specific problems, and
get tips/advice on application. The physical location then becomes

a training and advising center. It’s easier to order the products
online, but the value created in store is different, more likely
ensuring the viability of the B&M.
Throw away the idea that you have either brick and mortar
or digital. Start with your customer. Figure out how you can
create value for them, and then figure out where the right
location is as a retailer.

Frank:
What about brands, like a Warby Parker, moving from digital
to include a physical location? How would you address this
move we’re seeing as digital retailers move into physical?

Kim:
In some cases, there seems to be a belief that moving from
digital to B&M is easier than extending B&M into digital.
And this simply isn’t the case.
As an example, a board member who had created and sold
a company that was essentially an aggregator (i.e., a website),
demonstrated in discussions a lack of understanding of the
complexity associated with creating product, sourcing product,
getting it delivered to a location, hiring store labor, satisfying
hourly workers to reduce turnover, making real estate decisions,
creating superior in-store experiences, creating pricing corridors,
and integrating this with a website. While developing a website is
clearly challenging, there seemed to be
an underappreciation for the unique and equally challenging
process of winning in B&M. In contrast, B&M-originating
companies seem to understand and appreciate the challenge
associated with going digital.

Do the two companies have a similar consumer or a
complementary customer? Are they positioned similarly? For
instance, how does Whole Foods’ superior quality, superior
management and quality in sourcing products, superior in-store
service and customer experience that consumers are willing to
pay more for fit with Amazon’s positioning? Something as simple
as the belief about employee treatment—how does Amazon fit
with the Whole Foods employer brand? When you purchase a
firm, you have to make sure that the acquisition is net positive.
I think there are clear pros in the merger, but there are clear
negatives. I haven’t seen data on the brand image of Amazon,
but I think it is more similar to Walmart—large number of product
options at low prices. Does a Walmart-Whole Foods make
strategic positioning sense?

Frank:
I like where you’re going. I’d like to interject with a statement
and then a question. You say that you hate to shop, so you use
Amazon. I like to shop, and I have certain items I care about that I
wouldn’t shop for on Amazon.
I heard John Deighton, Baker Foundation Professor of Business
Administration, Harvard Business School, make a bold statement
two years ago: “Amazon is where brands go to die.”
His assertion was that Amazon’s job is to deliver the lowest-price
product that fulfills your need that’s easiest for them to get to you.
They’re about operational efficiency and putting the best price
out. And they don’t want brand to be between you and them.
Whereas brands (which is different than retail) have a different
goal. They want customers to be loyal to them.

The bias I’m seeing is: “I’ve been successful in digital so brick and
mortar should be easy.” I think it’s as hard for Walmart to go digital
as it is for Amazon to go physical. And we don’t seem to
see the value the migration equally.

Is there another disintermediation hitting retail right now? Are
brands also trying to get retailers out of the way as the gobetween in the distribution channel?

Frank:

Yes. And Unilever and Dollar Shave Club are good examples of
getting rid of the retailer. Manufacturers have wanted to get rid of
retail for a long time, if they could find a way. The retailer controls
shelf space, distribution location, owns a lot of knowledge about
the customer because they own the data, and is an expensive
intermediary. But they have been a requirement. Finding
alternative routes to control the customer-brand experience
would be desirable, if possible.

Do you think buying your way into it fixes that? By not doing it
organically, but by buying someone who already runs brick
and mortar and having them do it for you?

Kim:
Potentially it can. But there are a lot of questions. Are you buying
somebody who’s really good at it? Are you buying a firm who is a
great strategic fit with your operation? What is the synergy?

Frank:
What about the reverse? Amazon buying Whole Foods—
arguably a good retailer in a lot of ways. Does it help or hurt?

Kim:
I know a lot of people think that was a great strategic purchase.
But I think it depends on what you’re talking about: core strategy,
marketing strategy, distribution, efficiency, finance. There’s a lot of
different angles on whether it was a great purchase.

Kim:

Frank:
Right. Amazon isn’t giving the advice to which product (cheap or
branded) as a customer you prefer—something with tons of pieces
to put together versus something useable right out of box. If you’re
a brand, you want to express your meaning to your customers.
Amazon can’t convey this. Brands are wanting to have a direct
conversation with their customers. That’s why Birkenstock left and
why we see L’Oréal opening a store for the first time.
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THROW AWAY
THE IDEA THAT
YOU HAVE
EITHER BRICK
AND MORTAR
OR DIGITAL.
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CAN CREATE
VALUE FOR
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OUT WHERE
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LOCATION
IS AS A
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They’re saying: “Retailers aren’t proving my brand value to
customers, so I need to do it for myself.”
Retailers are now squeezed between brands saying I own
digital experience, but maybe I need to build my own physical
channel too.

Kim:
There is a cost of going your own way. Few people understand the
complexity of having both your own brick-and-mortar store while
also distributing your product through retailers who sell your
brand and a variety of other brands. Select Comfort is an example
of this, as well as high-end fashion designers. They have their own
stores but they also sell their product through retailers who sell
other brands. This becomes problematic. A retailer distributing
your product is also competing directly with your store. It is easier
to do this in the digital realm.

Frank:
They do. L’Oréal, for example, on their website has a spot where
customers can build a profile, experiment with products, and
have a palate to work with. But if they walk into a Nordstrom or
Macy’s store, they don’t have any access to that. Because of this,
the buyer’s journey is broken. The customer wants the in-store
representative to know what they’ve been working with online.
Retailers, brands and manufacturers have to make this become
more seamless, the consumer doesn’t want to have to redo
everything, or they will start to pick which journey they prefer.

Kim:
You bring up a good point. Hopefully the L’Oréal’s of the world
will think it through: how do we create mechanisms to make it
easy, no matter where our product is sold?

Frank:
The big takeaways: retail needs to rethink its reason for existence—
and it’s not distribution. They need to focus on where they
are adding or creating value beyond just being a source for
distribution. And as you emphasize, some of them aren’t going to
survive that transition.
There are some older models that cannot survive—or can’t recover
from their lack of relevance in the modern world. It’s basic physical
distribution, not even well designed. They need to create a reason
for their existence separate from the distribution, though they
might be out of time.
What would you say is the question that retailers need to ask
in order to rethink themselves?

Kim:
Too often retailers want to start with the question: “how can I
make my store more relevant?” That’s not the right question.
The right question is tiered: “Who is my target? Is that who I

want my target to be? And then, do you understand what they
want?” And what if you find out that most of your target is not like
Frank (someone who likes to shop), but instead they’re people
who don’t have time to or don’t like to go from physical store to
physical store to shop? In a world where these kinds of consumers
have an option to never step in a store again, they would take it.
Then you’ve got a problem, and you have to rethink your business
model and if you don’t you’ll become obsolete.
You need to be anchored on the consumer and what they want
and how you create value. Then ask the question “How does brick
and mortar fit into that?”
It’s very externally focused versus navel gazing. Many begin by
asking the following question: “I have stores; how do I make my
stores relevant?” This is a product-centered way of thinking not
a customer-centered way of thinking. These retailers are not
focusing on the customer journey, they’re focusing on product—
which is their stores—and trying to figure out how to improve
relevancy and I think that’s a mistake.

Frank:
Perfect. I love that! The flipside is that the digital world is coming
to understand that, for some of their customers, there is a
required brick-and-mortar component to the journey. However,
there’s a real risk of them not understanding the complexity of
operating a brick-and-mortar environment.
For example, Amazon is used to an offer management
environment, not an advice-driven environment. How are they
going to make the transition to operating a brick-and-mortar
environment that is inherently a bit less efficient and more
challenging and second that functions very differently in the
buyer’s journey? They need to ask, “What am I trying to do in a
brick-and-mortar space?”
Your assertion is that as digital looks to potentially open
brick and mortar it could be fraught with peril because it’s so
different than the world they grew up in?

Kim:
Yes. There seems to be some arrogance oftentimes within the
digital realm. In the website example I mentioned earlier, a lot of it
is coding. It’s one-dimensionally complex. It’s very different when
you’re talking about a physical retail experience.
I’ll use my time at David’s Bridal as an example. We sourced the
material, we created the designs and we manufactured the
garments, we shipped them and made sure they were in the
right location at the right time for women to try on, and then had
to customize them for weddings. We had to think about pricing
versus local, national, and digital competitors. We had to manage
integrated communications in store, through our associates, our
call center, and marketing materials. How do we modernize the
stores—create enhanced in-store experiences that interacted with
the digital experience to create a seamless journey that brought
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joy to brides. Digital alone was hard. B&M alone was hard. But it
seemed to me that the complexity of B&M was far greater when
you add in the hourly labor / physical location-related challenges.

Frank:
Sure. Even the people management. There are customer-facing
salespeople to manage, not just coders and technical support.
There’s a whole different personnel aspect to the business.

Kim:
Definitely. Companies are miscalculating all of these challenges
within the brick-and-mortar environment.

Frank:
Are there other issues that may arise—as digital retailers like
Amazon look to move into physical locations—that you can
think of?

Kim:

It’s not a very good search function, which actually means that
they’re failing at what they are there to do: help the consumer
find what they want quickly. They have some vulnerabilities that a
smart competitor could potentially take advantage of. Yet nobody
is talking about the downside or negative experience of Amazon.

Frank:
That’s a great point. And it will be interesting to see over time
what will happen. Will competitors become aware of the
opportunities to attack these weaknesses? And using the ideal
Amazon customer (someone like you who only wants to shop
online)—do these people start to put up their guard—they want
to buy everything digitally but then they find out there are only
certain things they can buy digitally, some shouldn’t be bought
digitally at all, and others that are probably better off not bought
digitally. But if they’re looking for maximum convenience they’ll
take the risk. In other words, will these consumers start to selfgate their own Amazon experience?

While Amazon is doing a lot right, let’s look at some of their
challenges. A significant one is their basic search function,
which oftentimes is poor. Many times you have to go outside of
Amazon’s search to Google to find the right item on Amazon.
That’s compounded by the fact that Amazon takes advertising
dollars and sponsorship. So, no longer is Amazon actually feeding
you what you’re looking for—they now have a compromised
position where they have to feed you solutions that they’re being
paid to feed you even if they’re not exactly what you want.

Kim:

Imagine if I went into a store and I wanted to see everything, but
the store is, in fact, hiding different products—sure, end caps and
shelf positioning may be somewhat like this, but it’s pronounced
online when you have 25 pages of solutions to a query to scroll
through.

Retailers are acting like they can’t compete with Amazon. That’s
not true. They may not have the breadth of selection, but we know
from research that too many options isn’t always better and can
create cognitive overload.

Again, I think a lot of this boils down to the fact that you have to
know the nature of your target. Some shoppers like you consider it
enjoyable. I consider it a root canal. My mother considers it sport.
Consumers who want the story, the sport, want a brick-andmortar experience because it’s part of the value they get from
shopping. But if you have the Kim Whitler consumer, you also
have to understand how you’re going to create value for them.

Frank:
Yes, from the physical perspective, it’s a lot easier to get around
the end cap than it is to get around Amazon’s prioritizing of all
those pages of content.

Kim:
Right, so if I were a competitor of Amazon’s, I would attack this.
Can you trust the solutions that Amazon feeds you? Why hasn’t
their sorting functionality improved in the past several years? Why
can’t I sort on basic features such as color or size? Look at Zappos’
functionality when searching for shoes versus Amazon. There is no
comparison in terms of the ability to find what you are looking for.
And Amazon owns Zappos.
Zappos features a search function where the consumer can filter
on size, color, size of the heel, even primary benefit (i.e., comfort).
That search is sophisticated. Yet Amazon hasn’t progressed in
years. You get the same limited functions: average customer
review, low-to-high price, high-to-low price, etc.
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As you can see from the conversation,
retailers have plenty to unpack in 2018. Most
importantly, retail is not dead. It continues to
grow. And as it does, it changes and presents
new, exciting and unique opportunities.
Because of this, it’s time to move beyond
traditional approaches to retail marketing—and
focus on serving your customers and creating
value for them. Deliver experiences that grab
their attention and engage them by providing
real value throughout the journey.
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